VELaunchpad Pricing
Ascend to new heights now!

SILVER
$497/year
40 Lessons
23 Tests/7
Assignments
60 Videos
VE Checklists
1 Student account

GOLD
$997/year
40 Lessons
23 Tests/7
Assignments
60 Videos
VE Checklists
3 Student accounts
Gamification

PLATINUM
$1997/year
40 Lessons
23 Tests/7
Assignments
60 Videos
VE Checklists
10 Student accounts
Gamification
Performance Statistics

DIAMOND
$2997/year
40 Lessons
23 Tests/7
Assignments
60 Videos
VE Checklists
15 Student accounts
Gamification
Performance Statistics
Simulator packages

INFINITY
$3997/year
40 Lessons
23 Tests/7
Assignments
60 Videos
VE Checklists
15 Student accounts
Gamification
Performance Statistics
Simulator packages
Check rides/Reports
VELaunchpad Pricing

Ascend to new heights now!

SILVER

$497/year

40 Lessons
23 Tests/7 Assignments
60 Videos
VE Checklists
1 Student account

THE VELAUNCHPAD INTRODUCTORY OFFER!

This gets you the essentials –

40 information packed lessons using micro-learning technology to give you 20% retention than normal adult learning

23 tests to verify knowledge and enhance retention

7 assignments using Partial Task Trainers to walk you through the preparation and testimony process...with Instant Feedback!!!

VE Checklists to help you retain and build habit patterns

All you need to gain knowledge, credibility, and CONFIDENCE to testify now!!!
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Ascend to new heights now!

A Step above with GOLD! This gets you everything from the SILVER level –

40 information packed lessons / 23 tests to verify knowledge and enhance retention
7 assignments...with Instant Feedback!!! VE Checklists to guide you everyday!!

All you need to gain knowledge, credibility, and CONFIDENCE to testify now!!!

+ total of 3 student accounts with optional Gamification...know your leaders and reward performance!
VELaunchpad Pricing
Ascend to new heights now!

PLATINUM
$1997/year

40 Lessons
23 Tests/7 Assignments
60 Videos
VE Checklists
10 Student accounts
Gamification
Performance Statistics

A True PLATINUM solution! This gets you everything from the GOLD level –

40 information packed lessons / 23 tests to verify knowledge and enhance retention
7 assignments...with Instant Feedback!!! VE Checklists to guide you everyday!! Gamification!!!

+ total of 10 student accounts with additional Performance Statistics available!!!
VELaunchpad Pricing

Ascend to new heights now!

DIAMOND

$2997
/year

40 Lessons
23 Tests/7
Assignments
60 Videos
VE Checklists
15 Student account
Gamification
Performance Statistics
Simulator packages

The DIAMOND solution! This gets you everything from the PLATINUM level –

40 information packed lessons / 23 tests to verify knowledge and enhance retention
7 assignments...with Instant Feedback!!! VE Checklists to guide you everyday!! Gamification and Statistics!!!

+ total of 15 student accounts with Performance Statistics available!!!
+ 3 Simulator Packages. Your solution to validate VE performance before scheduling and testimony.

These packages give you the material and answers that enable you to accomplish final training and enhance both VE and BPA holder confidence in future performance!
The INFINITY solution! This gets you everything from the EVERY level –

40 information packed lessons / 23 tests to verify knowledge and enhance retention
7 assignments...with Instant Feedback!!! VE Checklists to guide you everyday!! Gamification and Statistics!!! 3 Simulator Packages providing your solution to validate VE performance before scheduling and testimony.

+ 5 Check rides performed by experienced Vocational Experts from Stroud VE Services.

These check rides are the ultimate validation for those BPA holders who don’t have the final time to ensure VE preparedness, but also want to provide the best possible training. The check ride process is a complete evolution of VE preparation and testimony in a simulated court environment, with final report and audio files transmitted to the Firm point of contact. This report includes overall content and final recommendations or highlights to praise or follow up on. A true critique of the VE readiness for solo performance!